A first undefined error involving woof was found.

stack:
  (A stack marker in case it is empty)
This is a simple message.

The next "regular" text follows, but don't forget a between-text space! Should the next "regular" text be long, a newline will be forced. Use the Gonzo Utilities if you want better linebreaks or otherwise superb results.

Here is how you change a font and back again.

Newline characters of "\n"
can be added when and where wanted.

Newpage characters of "\f"
can be added when and where wanted.
The "==d" command presently includes...

**begin**
1234
(A dreported string)
123.456
/a_nice_name
*null*
"[]" or "mark"
true
*dict* 3 long with /bowwow
[
  (an array string)
  true
  1.4
  5678
]
{
  (an array string)
  /true
  1.4
  5678
}

A stack dumping demo...

stack:
  (an array string)
  true
  1.4
  5678